Abstract. The development and present state of the U.S. Astronomical Data Center are described.
translating files in ASCII to the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS). Both the CDS and the ADC now archive extensive files from journals as well as catalogs. To avoid duplication, the CDS has agreed to obtain and process catalogs from European publications and the ADC, catalogs from the Western Hemisphere.
The ADC archive was stored originally on 9-track tapes. Potential users, called the data center, described their needs and discussed possible catalogs that might meet those needs. The users then sent the ADC tapes onto which the desired data were copied. In 1991 the ADC produced a CD-ROM containing 114 of the most frequently requested catalogs making these catalogs more readily available and saving storage space for the user. In 1992 the archive was transferred to optical disks that were accessible through the NASA Data Archives and Distribution System (NDADS) of the NSSDC. A menu provided a list of the titles of the catalogs in the archives and a reference number. This system made it possible for users to retrieve ADC catalogs over the network without the intervention of the ADC staff. When the potential requesters accessed this system, they provided their e-mail addresses. After they selected the desired catalogs, a request was sent to NDADS to stage the data to an anonymous FTP site from which they could be retrieved. Within a few minutes, requesters received a message by e-mail listing the files that were ready and where they could be obtained. A catalog of the ADC holdings was published in 1994, which includes for many items a brief description of the contents.
The year 1995 brought several important changes to the ADC. It had adopted the standard format developed and used by the CDS, thus permitting the use of the CDS tools. Early that fall, the entire ADC archive was transferred to magnetic disk storage on a workstation. This allows on-line access by anonymous FTP to a hierarchy of directories. The archive is divided into two main subdirectories, one for journal files and one for catalogs. The journal directory is subdivided by the name of the journal and then by volume. The catalog directory is divided into the eight subject categories used by the CDS. In addition to the data archives, the FTP directory includes a software directory, a directory containing all issues of the ADC Electronic News, the contents of the two ADC CD-ROMs and lists of corrections reported for these files, as well as information about the ADC. Finally, at the end of the year the ADC produced its second CD-ROM, containing 60 of its largest, popular catalogs. The problems of network transfer time and storage were particularly severe for these catalogs. Files on each CD-ROM are available in both ASCII and FITS. The second CD-ROM also contains several file-browsing programs, a list of all catalogs in the ADC up to fall 1995 and some general information about the ADC.
To reach the FTP site, users can FTP to adc.gsfc.nasa.gov, login as anonymous and enter their e-mail address as their passwords. They will receive a message about the archive including the categories into which the catalogs and journal files are divided. Typing "Is" will list the subdirectories that can be reached with "cd ...". At each directory level there is a file called key. This lists the contents of the directory and of each of its subdirectories. These can be retrieved and browsed through to determine which files may be of interest. The usual FTP procedures can then be used to download these files in either compressed or uncompressed form. By June 20, 1996 the ADC archive contained 797 catalogs and 711 journal files. In the nine months during which our archive has been available in this way, it has averaged 4500 file accesses per month.
Shortly after the on-line archive was established, World Wide Web (WWW) access to the FTP directories became possible at http://adc.gsfc.nasa.gov/. WWW access provides a graphical way of navigating among the directories. More importantly, it provides a way of searching for catalogs in an area of interest and of viewing those files that are not compressed in the archives. All data files in the archive are compressed. The search procedure scans the titles, keywords, source reference and descriptions from the ReadMe's for the word(s) on which the search is based. It returns a listing of the files found with a score for relevance. Clicking on an item in this list takes the user directly to that item. In this subdirectory there is a list of all files with their sizes (compressed where applicable). The ReadMe document may be viewed to determine if the catalog is really of interest before requesting the data files. A list of reported errors may be available also.
Although all of the newer documents have been prepared in conformity with the current CDS standard form, this is not true of the older ones. Some of these have "Intro" files, some have documents in earlier ADC forms, some have only hardcopy documentation and a few have no documentation. Obviously, both the WWW search capability and the use of the CDS tools require the use of the standard form. To remedy these problems, several steps have been or are being undertaken. Most catalogs have a description in some form. For these catalogs skeleton readme's have been prepared. While these look like the beginning of the standard ReadMe's, they do not contain format tables but they do permit the search engine to find them. The ADC is busily preparing documents for catalogs with no electronic versions and descriptions for the catalogs without them. It is also preparing standard documents for those catalogs that are most frequently accessed. The Center has a few catalogs that were received some years ago and which were never properly archived. These are being processed as time permits.
